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New JNIOR 412DMX
All the great JNIOR functions with DMX Control!
Contains a DMX port.
NEW!
Ride Through Power Supply
Provides up to 15 seconds of
control with power loss.
Allows You To Take Ac on!

DMX Ligh ng Control
With Flexible So ware
DMX 5‐pin connector or DMX 3‐pin connector
ADVANCED FEATURES


DMX512 Control 5 or 3 Pin Connector



Power Supply powers JNIOR through
voltage dips/loses and provides alerts



4 - Optically isolated inputs



12 - Dry contact relay outputs



0 to 60 Volts DC or AC for I/O



RS232 port for configuration and interacting with serial devices



Sensor Port for I/O expansion modules



Real-Time Clock with NTP



Add-On Software Applications—DMX
Control, Cinema, Task Manager



Reliable, Easy to Maintain



64 MB DRAM, 2 MB Battery Backed
SRAM, 128 MB Flash Memory

JNIOR SOFTWARE for DMX CONTROL
The INTEG DMX software application for the JNIOR allows you to control any DMX512 universe with the JNIOR.
The JNIOR Model 412DMX contains a 5-pin (or optionally a 3-pin) DMX port to connect directly to a DMX network to control any
DMX apparatus.
The DMX application can also be used to control the INTEG 3 Channel LED Dimmer module as part of your DMX network even
though the modules are connected to the JNIOR Sensor Port. Each module is given a starting DMX channel number. As with any
DMX control configuration, each 3 Channel LED Dimmer module can be given the same starting channel number or unique ones.
Each LED Dimmer module utilizes six DMX channels—three for dimming level per channel and three for transition time per channel.
The JNIOR DMX software application can utilize sequencing ‘scripts’. The scripts are preconfigured scenes. The user builds the
script using the JNIOR DMX web page. Various commands are available to control individual channels, multiple channels or a
range of channels. Timing delays can also be added. The script can contain a variety of settings for each DMX channel. Multiple
scripts can be configured on each JNIOR.
The script is executed by triggering JNIOR inputs or relay outputs or by sending the ‘GO script_name’ to the JNIOR running the
DMX application. Additional parameters can be added to run the script one time, multiple times or forever (until the abort command
is issued). Scripts can be executed individually or multiple ones can run at the same time. The JNIOR relays can be controlled, or
the GO command can be sent, by the Cinema program running on the JNIOR, a cinema server, another PC or any application or
device capable of making a UDP broadcast or TCP connection to the JNIOR.
The DMX application has its own web page that contains individual control for all 512 channels.
The JNIOR DMX software will also work with any application that sends ARTNET Commands. The third party applications run on a
PC, smartphone or tablet .
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